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Abstract 

This study investigates the impact of market size on how trade openness affects economic growth. A panel data 
of 60 developing countries is used and two measures of trade openness are interacted with four measures of 
market size. Although the interactive terms by themselves do not appear to be significant but the two measures of 
trade openness are positive and significant. Their positive impact on economic growth is generally robust in the 
presence of the measures of market size. Moreover, OLS estimation using both cross section and period fixed 
effects seems to be superior to using cross section fixed effects only. 
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1. Introduction 

The main motivation behind this paper is derived from an article by Rodriguez and Rodrik (2001) in which they 
scrutinize a number of articles written on the impact of trade policy on economic growth with special focus on 
four major papers. The four papers are: Dollar (1992), Ben-David (1993) Sachs and Warner (1995), and Edwards 
(1998). Rodriguez and Rodrik (2001) conclude that the impact of trade policy on economic growth is far from 
clear and suggest further research into, what they term as, contingent relationships between the two. One such 
relationship, they suggest, could be between trade policy and country size. The aim of the present paper is to 
investigate this contingent relationship to find out if the size of the economy affects the impact of trade policy on 
economic growth. In this paper trade openness is used as a measure of trade policy. The research is focused on 
developing countries as there is a widespread interest among economists in the impact of trade policy in these 
countriesas evidenced by the vast body of literature written on this subject. See, for example, Sachs and Warner 
(1995) Edwards (1992 and 1998) Rodrik (1998), Stiglitz (2000), Dollar (2003) and Greenwald and Stiglitz 
(2006) among many others. Moreover, important international organizations, such as the IMF and the World 
Bank, routinely advocate trade liberalization as an essential factor for economic growth and poverty reduction in 
developing countries, see, for example, the IMF (1997) and Aksoy and Beghin (2004). 

If trade openness has a positive impact on economic growth, as has been argued by Harrison (1996) Edwards 
(1998) Irwin and Tervio (2002), Baldwin (2003) and Bussiere, et al. (2011), among others, then one can suggest 
that this positive impact will probably be less for a large economy than a small one. One of the advantages of 
free trade is that it increases the incidents of the economies of scale because it increases the size of the market 
that had hitherto been available to the domestic producers. This advantage, however, may matter less for a 
country that already has a large market than a country that has a small one.  

There are other ways that market size can influence the effectiveness of trade openness on growth. Hoekman, 
Kee and Olarreaga (2004) show that the impact of import tariffs (thus less trade openness), on firms’ markup is 
negatively related to market size. Amable, Chatelain and Ralf (2004) argue that retained earnings have an impact 
on capital growth. As a result, to the extent that profits affect retained earnings, they will affect capital growth 
and finally economic growth. Levinsohn (1993), Harrison (1994), Roberts and Tybout (1996) and Hoekman, 
Keeand Olarreaga, (2004) are all studies that find support for the hypothesis that imports are a source of market 
discipline on domestic firm’s behavior through increased competition. In case of a large economy, however, 
trade openness could have less of an expansive effect on domestic economy. The reason is that large economies 
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are generally less dependent on foreign trade thus allowing imports into the domestic market will create less 
competition for domestic firms as compared to small economies. Trade openness may have less of a disciplinary 
impact on domestic firms in large economies than those in small economies. 

Lee (1993) discusses the impact of tariffs (thus less trade openness) on growth in small versus large economies. 
In an open-economy model, which permits foreign inputs into the neoclassical production function, trade 
distortions caused by tariffs lower the long-run growth rate more significantly in a small, resource-scare 
economy than in a large resource-rich one. This may mean trade openness could help economic growth more in 
small economies than in large ones. 

In summary, trade openness may affect economic growth less in large economies than in small economies 
because large economies depend less on trade and are less affected by foreign competition.  

To measure the impact of trade openness on economic growth given the economy size, the same interpretation of 
a “large market” as the one used by Grabowski (1994) will be used in this paper. Here “large” is properly 
characterized by total GDP, GDP per capita, total population and a measure of income distribution. These four 
variables will be used in the model as measures of market size. A more detailed explanation as to why these four 
variables are important for the creation of a “large” market is given in a later section. Given the market size in 
each country, the impact of trade openness on economic growth of 60 developing countries over a 40-year period 
will be examined.  

2. Methodology 

The model used in this paper is derived from a general neo-classical production function where output is a 
function of physical capital, human capital and population (as a proxy for labor force) in addition to the variables 
of interest in this paper namely trade openness and measures of market size. Initial GDP per capita is also used to 
address the issue of convergence. Neoclassical growth model asserts that per capita GDP growth is inversely 
related to initial GDP per capita Initial GDP per capita has been used by Barro (1991), Edwards (1992) and 
Mankiew (1992) among many others. Based on the important paper by Kormendi and Meguire (1985), many 
cross country regressions use explanatory variables in the model linearly and independently. See, for example, 
Bussiere, et al. (2011), Irwin and Tervio (2002) and Heady and Hodge (2009) among others. This practice is 
followed in this paper also. 

The model is:  

GDPPCGRit = β1ln(IGDPPC) + β2SCHi,t + β3TELit + β4TOit + β5EMSit + 6TOit*EMSit + αt + i + it 

GDPCPGRit is per capita GDP growth rates averaged over the four sub periods 1970-1979, 1980-1989, 
1990-1999 and 2000-2009, IGDPPC is the initial GDP per capita in the first year of each sub-period (1970, 
1980, 1990 and 2000) SCH is the percentage of population with secondary school education averaged over the 
four sub periods as a measure of human capital. TEL is the number of telephone main lines per 1000 people 
averaged over the four sub periods as a measure of physical capital. Telephone mainlines are an important part of 
a country’s communications infrastructure which, in turn, plays an important role in economic growth see, for 
example, Chakraborty (2009) and Roberts and Deichmann (2011). Furthermore, telephone mainlines have been 
used in other studies see, for example, Yanikkaya (2003) and Butkiewicz and Yanikkaya (2005). TO is a measure 
of trade openness. αt and I are fixed effects and it is a disturbance term. Two measures of trade openness will 
be used: one is the volume of trade as a percentage of GDP and the other is the Sachs-Warner trade liberalization 
index. This index is based on five criteria of trade restrictiveness; 1) Non-tariff barriers covering 40 percent or 
more of trade. 2) Average tariff rates of 40 percent or more. 3) A black market exchange rate that is depreciated 
by 20 percent or more relative to the official exchange rate. 4) A socialist economic system 5) A state monopoly 
on major exports. A country is considered “open” if it meets none of the five criteria in which case it receives a 
value of one. A country is considered “closed” if it meets any one criterion in which case it receives a value of 
zero. Despite criticism of the Sachs-Warner index (see, for example, Rodriguez & Rodrik, 2001), it has been 
widely used in the empirical literature (Edwards, 1998, Lederman & Fajnzylber, 1999, Clemens & Willimason, 
2002, among others). One important advantage of the Sachs-Warner (SW from hereon) index is that it considers 
more than one criterion for trade restrictiveness and as such can be considered a more comprehensive measure. 
One weakness of this index, however, is that it cannot measure the in-between countries. In other words a 
country is considered either open or closed, ignoring the degree to which it is so. EMS is the effective marker 
size that represents the factors that affect the market size. One can think of several such factors some of which 
were mentioned above. In this model, when “market size” is mentioned, what is really of interest is the size of 
the demand for goods that are produced domestically. A natural candidate is total GDP to capture the size of the 
economy. Aggregate demand is a function of aggregate income. Therefore the larger is the total GDP of an 
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increase in trade, GDP per capita growth rate will increase by between 1.48 and 1.95 percentage points. In 
equations2 and 5, total population is negative and significant at 5% and 1% respectively. As mentioned above, 
the measures of market size used in this paper can have direct impact on economic growth independent of their 
indirect impact via trade openness. The negative coefficient for total population should be viewed in this light. 
To test this conjecture, growth was regressed on total population without the presence of trade but using the same 
control variables, the coefficient turns out negative again and significant at 1%. The results are shown in 
equation 9. The negative impact of total population on economic growth has been suggested in the literature, for 
example, Wong and Furuoka, (2005) and Headey and Hodge (2009) among others. The latter paper analyzes 29 
prominent studies on this subject and finds strong evidence of adverse impact of population growth on economic 
growth. In equations 3 and 6, total GDP’s coefficient is positive and significant at 1%. Once again this may be 
due to direct impact of total GDP on economic growth independent of any indirect impact via trade openness. 
Similar to the case of total population, GDP per capita growth rate was regressed on total GDP without the 
presence of trade openness. Once again the coefficient for total GDP is positive and significant at 1%. The 
results are shown under equation 10. Exactly why such a positive relationship exists should be the subject of 
further research. In equations 5 through 8 where trade is interacted with the four measures of market size, the 
coefficients for the interactive terms are not significant. 
 
Table 2. Interactive effects of SW index and measures of market size on per capita GDP growth rate 

Variables/Equation 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

C 28.85 29.45 27.87 33.98 28.57 27.71 28.78 29.15 

P (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 

LOG(IGDPPC) -4.22 -4.38 -3.94 -4.31 -4.30 -4.03 -4.23 -4.04 

P (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 

SCH 0.01 0.002 -0.02 0.00 0.04 0.01 0.02 -0.01 

P (0.22) (0.91) (0.54) (0.87) (0.21) (0.79) (0.58) (0.75) 

TEL 0.06 0.09 0.06 0.09 0.06 0.07 0.07 0.07 

P (0.28) (0.14) (0.28) (0.14) (0.32) (0.21) (0.29) (0.25) 

SW 0.91 1.17 0.96 0.69 1.14 1.00 1.66 3.69 

P (0.07) (0.02) (0.05) (0.29) (0.03) (0.05) (0.53) (0.13) 

TPOP  0.00       

P  (0.00)       

TGDP   0.00      

P   (0.38)      

GINI    -0.07     

P    (0.01)     

SW*TPOP     0.00    

P     (0.09)    

SW*TGDP      0.00   

P      (0.23)   

SW*LOG(IGDPPC)       -0.11  

P       (0.78)  

SW*GINI        -0.06 

P        (0.34) 

R2 0.75 0.77 0.77 0.78 0.82 0.76 0.75 0.81 

No. of countries 57 57 56 56 55 57 57 55 

No. of observations 160 160 157 157 122 160 160 122 

 
Table 2, shows the results where both cross section and period fixed effects have been used with SW index as a 
measure of openness. The coefficients for SW index are positive and significant at 5% and 10% in equations 1 
through 3, 5 and 6. In equation 4, the GINI coefficient is negative and significant at 1% which is in line with the 
general notion that widening income gap can adversely impact economic growth, see, for example Alesina and 
Rodrik (1994) and Deninger and Squire (1998) among others. The interactive terms, however, are not significant. 
In equation 2, total population is significant at 1% and in equation 5 the interactive term between SW and total 
population is significant at 10% but the magnitudes of the coefficients are negligible.  
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Table 3. Interactive effects of trade and measures of market size on per capita GDP growth rate  

Variables\Equations 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

C 33.53 82.23 -35.45 28.00 116.73 -32.25 -11.96 29.01 
P (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.28) (0.69) (0.01) 
LOG(IGDPPC) -5.05 -5.64 -7.02 -4.69 -5.83 -7.04 -4.85 -4.37 
P (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.01) 
LOG(SCH) -1.49 -0.45 -2.45 -1.40 -0.30 -2.44 -1.36 -1.50 
P (0.00) (0.41) (0.00) (0.06) (0.59) (0.00) (0.07) (0.00) 
LOG((TEL) 1.38 1.90 0.41 1.28 1.88 0.41 1.28 1.38 
P (0.00) (0.00) (0.24) (0.00) (0.00) (0.24) (0.00) (0.00) 
LOG(TD) 1.81 1.95 1.23 2.04 -5.32 0.53 12.43 2.86 
P (0.00) (0.00) (0.02) (0.00) (0.26) (0.92) (0.10) (0.24) 
LOG(TPOP)  -3.11   -5.06    
P  (0.00)   (0.00)    
LOG(TGDP)   3.86   3.72   
P   (0.00)   (0.00)   
LOG(GINI)    0.64   11.40  
P    (0.64)   (15.00)  
LOG(TD)*LOG(TPOP)     0.44    
P     (0.12)    
LOG(TD)*LOG(TGDP)      0.03   
P      (0.90)   
LOG(TD)*LOG(GINI)       -2.73  
P       (0.16)  
LOG(TD)*LOG(IGDPPC)        -0.16 
P        (0.66) 
R2 0.66 0.69 0.70 0.71 0.69 0.70 0.72 0.66 
No. of Countries 59 59 59 58 59 59 58 59 
No. of Observations 216 216 216 178 216 216 178 216 

 
Table 4. Interactive effects of SW index and measures of market size on per capita GDP growth rate  

Variables\Equations 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

C 32.10 32.84 30.91 36.88 33.02 32.82 36.84 32.1 
P (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 
LOG(IGDPPC) -4.50 -4.63 -4.23 -4.58 -4.69 -4.58 -4.59 -4.49 
P (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 
SCH -0.03 -0.04 -0.05 -0.03 -0.03 -0.05 -0.03 -0.03 
P (0.25) (0.08) (0.04) (0.28) (0.18) (0.07) (0.29) (0.24) 
TEL 0.08 0.09 0.09 0.11 0.09 0.09 0.11 0.07 
P (0.17) (0.11) (0.14) (0.06) (0.12) (0.11) (0.07) (0.30) 
SW 1.13 1.21 1.32 0.78 1.33 1.43 1.07 0.25 
P (0.01) (0.00) (0.00) (0.15) (0.00) (0.00) (0.67) (0.92) 
TPOP  0.00   0.00    
P  (0.00)   (0.01)    
TGDP   0.00   0.00   
P   (0.23)   (0.07)   
GINI    -0.07   -0.07  
P    (0.01)   (0.02)  
SW*TPOP     0.00    
P     (0.37)    
SW*TGDP      0.00   
P      (0.13)   
SW*GINI       -0.01  
P       (0.91)  
SW*LOG(IGDPPC)        0.13 
P        (0.72) 
R2 0.72 0.74 0.74 0.80 0.75 0.75 0.80 0.72 
No. of countries 57 57 56 55 57 56 55 57 
No. of observations 160 160 157 122 160 157 122 160 
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Table 3, has the results where only cross section fixed effects but no period fixed effects have been used with 
trade as a measure of openness. Similar to table 1, trade has positive coefficients which are significant at 1% in 
equations 1 through 4. For every 1 percentage increase in trade, GDP per capita growth rate will increase 
between 1.23 and 2.04 percentage points. As in table 1, total population is negative and significant at 1% in 
equations 2 and 5 while total GDP is positive and significant at 1% in equations 3 and 6 respectively. The 
interactive terms are not significant. 

Table 4, has the results where only cross section fixed effects but no period fixed effects have been used with the 
SW index as a measure of openness. This index has positive and significant coefficients at 1% in equations 1 
through 3, 5 and 6. The coefficient for GINI index is negative and significant at 1%, once again in line with the 
general notion about the adverse impact of income gap on economic growth. The remainder of the market size 
measures are either not significant or have negligible magnitudes. 

4. Conclusion 

The two measures of trade openness, trade as a percentage of GDP and SW index, used in this study are shown 
to have positive and significant impact on economic growth. In most cases this impact is robust in the presence 
of market size measures namely, total population, total GDP, GINI index and GDP per capita. In the case of 
GINI index, the coefficient for this index has the expected (negative) sign and is significant. This finding 
weakens the proposition that market size makes any difference in how trade affects economic growth but 
supports the positive impact of trade on economic growth as has been argued in trade and growth literature cited 
above and proposed by the IMF and the World Bank. The results of the current study show that trade leads to 
more than proportionate growth in GDP per capita. Total population negatively affects economic growth when 
not interacted with trade openness measures or when estimated without the presence of these measures. This 
relationship is supported in the literature as mentioned above. Where either trade or SW index have been 
interacted with the measures of market size, the results are mostly not significant or are negligible. There seems 
to be no evidence for the so called ‘contingent relationship” between trade openness and economic growth as far 
as market size is concerned. One possible explanation, in the case of two of the market size measures, namely 
total population and initial GDP per capita, is that trade openness has a positive impact on economic growth but 
when interacted with total population or initial GDP per capita the negative impact of these measures reduces the 
positive impact of trade thus neutralizing the interactive impact on growth. The same can be said about the 
negative impact of the GINI index when it is interacted with the SW trade liberalization index. These results do 
not change in any significant way when estimation is done with both cross section and period fixed effects or 
with cross section fixed effects only. However, using both cross section and period fixed effects seems to be 
somewhat superior to using cross section fixed effects only. The average coefficients of determination when 
trade is used is 0.76 under both cross section and period fixed effects as compared to 0.69 under cross section 
fixed effects only. When SW index is used, the average coefficient of determination is 0.78 under both cross 
section and period fixed effects as compared to 0.75 under cross section fixed effects only.  
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